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Such a familiar sound, the saxophone. Yet, if you break down the elements, it’s 

miraculous it even makes a sound at all. 

 On one end, the living: blood, bone, breath. Soul and spirit. On the other, the 

inanimate: metal, leather, cork. Springs and doohickies. And between the two, only 

a mouthpiece and thin wooden reed, where somehow, through vibration and pitch, 

emotion and creativity, a sonic phenomenon is born. And the sound of a saxophone 

is both celestial and oh, so seductive. 

Every sax that has come into my life has been distinctive. Each horn holds 

its own past--sordid or venerable--and carries its own battle scars and stories.    

 I didn’t consciously choose the sax as my life’s musical instrument. It sort of 

chose me. It was the only music-maker in the house when my mom, seeing I was 

incompetent enough at sports to be in a “special” gym class, decided I was ready 

for something less physical after school. Music lessons it was. 

 My two (much) older brothers were naturally gifted guitar players in high 

school but refused to share their gear with the little punk in sixth grade. So, when 

Greg, the eldest, bought a pawn shop horn to play sax riffs in his synth-and-

mascara New Wave band, it became yet another one of my hand-me-downs. 

That dented tenor sax--more suited to a theme restaurant’s wall decor than 

an instrument of song--became my main diversion. And because I was taking 

sporadic lessons a few months before Jr. High band class began, I was prematurely 

deemed “advanced” by my teacher and put in an empty classroom with Trish 

Pichurski (an advanced flute player), to practice our advanced scales, when in 

truth, all we did was draw on the chalkboard and make out for a year. As a result, 

every kid in band class learned theory basics, while to this day, I cannot read sheet 

music for shit. 

Looking back, the sax made sense for me. I grew up hearing my dad blast 

old Louis Prima records, playing the same two songs over and over, tapping his 

ring finger on his cocktail glass to the beat until my mom would beg him to stop. 

When Prima’s saxman Sam Butera tore into a raucous and raspy solo, I felt a new 

excitement, a celebratory up-up-up with his wailing sax fervour that would 

summon goosebumps. Some kids liked cool cars and hockey cards. I got off on the  
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honkers and blowers of pre-rock and roll R&B when the sax was the electric guitar 

star of the stage. 

This affection for old school jump-boogie was further fueled by summers in 

Winnipeg, visiting my Ukrainian grandparents. Escaping the pickling of beets and 

the pinching of perogies, I’d slip to the basement and stare at my Uncle Donald’s 

tenor sax. It was the sax of all saxes--a mid-sixties Selmer Mark VI tenor. It sat on 

its stand, shiny and regal, untouched for years; untouched for reasons I never 

understood, immune at my age to my uncle’s demons. The unplayed horn was as 

much a mystery as he was, both of them quiet, holding secrets and an air of 

sadness. I would sit in front of that horn for hours, running my fingers across the 

mother-of-pearl keys, pressing, and depressing the puzzle of pads and levers, and 

feeling the cool brass on my hands. It was forbidden and sexy-before-I-knew-sex 

sexy. It must have planted a seed or a solo somewhere inside me. 

It took years of lesser horns before I acquired my own Selmer Mark VI sax; 

so many rentals, student models, one workhorse Yamaha model, and a soprano sax 

that invited Kenny G jokes. I played in school bands, garage jams, and coming into 

my twenties, played countless weekend bar gigs. Not having formal training 

outside of imitating old records in the basement, I developed my own raunchy rock 

style. I joined a ska band that filled legion halls with college students and drunken 

rugby teams, ankle-deep in spilled beer, where dancing always led to fisticuffs. I 

was playing enough that I needed to up my game and find my dream--every 

player’s dream--saxophone. A coveted mid-sixties Selmer Mark VI tenor like my 

uncle’s. 

I eventually tracked one down for sale in a horn repairman’s eccentric 

workshop. His small studio was a dimly lit garage in the oldest part of Calgary, and 

inside, horns of all sizes hung down from the rafters like brass helium balloons. 

Every wooden table surface was covered with orphaned instrument parts: trumpet 

valves, clarinet skeletons, shiny necks and bells all waiting for operations.  

It was in this music lab where he reconditioned a Selmer Mark VI for resale. 

At first sight, it was gorgeous. Weighty and refined. Golden and noble. That 

archetypal letter “S” every saxophonist knows, popping in royal blue at the front of 

the saxophone’s neck like a car’s ornament, as if to say, “you wish.” It was mine 

for the three thousand bucks I had saved while working through university as a 

party clown, camp counsellor, and wine cooler rep. 

Owning a Selmer didn’t make me play better. I knew that. But it made me 

want to play better. Its tone was rich and storied, the keys as soft as butter. 

Breathing through that Selmer, there were light flashes of something almost 

spiritual, each note a promise of something bigger than myself. Of course, the  
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outside listener heard a ham-handed and squawky blues scale, but in my heart and 

lungs I was congregating with the greats in exultation.  

A word about the Selmer Mark VI. It’s the Les Paul Gold Top of guitars. 

The Ford Mustang Shelby of automobiles. The Moet and Chandon Imperial of 

champagnes. Still, the Selmer isn’t a vanity horn or a shallow show-off piece--

most would agree it conjures up the best saxophone sound, period. Its limited 

production between 1954 and 1974 captured the perfect storm of hand 

craftsmanship, post-war materials, and coincided with the golden age of jazz and 

bop. The Mark VI is the sax John Coltrane used to reach a higher power in A Love 

Supreme, forever known as the greatest jazz album ever recorded. It was the choice 

horn of Sonny Rollins, Dexter Gordon, Branford Marsalis, Clarence Clemmons, 

and countless jazz, R&B, and rock and roll reed players. The Selmer Mark VI has 

reached a mythical, almost divine place in the horn’s history. With only about 

150,000 floating around the world today, one can fetch up to twenty grand; and 

sadly, too few are played, as international collectors snap them up as investments. 

When you get one, you hang on to it for life. 

And soon I had two.  

When my Uncle Don suddenly passed away, in what the doctor diagnosed as 

a “hard-lived life,” he left behind his only valuable possession; scratched out on a 

napkin, he bestowed his precious 1967 Selmer Mark VI to me. It was a bittersweet 

inheritance. As a hobbyist and part-time player, I felt both ecstatic and unworthy. 

But I dusted it off and honoured that horn the best I could by simply breathing life 

into it after seasons of neglect.  

For an inimitable five year span I played two of the best tenors in the world, 

alternating between them like a polyamorous musician. A party host with two 

drop-dead gorgeous dates. The jump-blues band my brother and I formed hit a 

series of lucky breaks early in the 90s retro-swing renaissance, so the Selmers and I 

experienced a string of pinch-me playing moments. Together, we toured Japan, 

France, Germany, Italy, and headlined every lindy-hopping club in the States. The 

Selmers and I played legendary stages like L.A.’s Viper Room, London’s 100 

Club, and the top of the World Trade Center. Those horns helped me blow solos 

for people like Tom Hanks, Steven Spielberg, and the cast of Saturday Night Live 

in intimate private parties.  

And while my vintage saxophones increased in value, the vintage swing 

scene soon lost currency, and new music trends humbled us into a weekend 

wedding band. We all married off, had babies, continued careers, and clung to 

these memories. It just made sense to sell one of my Selmers. 

When word got out that I was keeping my uncle’s horn and unloading 

another prize Mark VI, the local jazz aristocracy and professional musicians came  
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knocking; coming to rescue a sacred sax kidnapped by an amateur player. Big 

offers poured in. My wife plotted a new kitchen. 

I had narrowed it down to two bidders. Two snooty jazz purists--a music 

professor and a prominent local recording artist. Then a call came in, late one 

weekday night. The man on the phone had seen the posted pictures and asked for a 

serial number. When I told him the details, a long pause followed. Then he asked 

to come over immediately. 

A gentleman in his fifties, dressed in his trucking company’s nylon jacket, 

arrived an hour later. When I opened the sax case and he held the horn, I thought 

he would cry.  

“That’s her,” he said.  

He confessed being a part-time player like me and couldn’t hold onto his sax 

a decade ago. I told him about my uncle’s sax, and we talked about deep musical 

bonds then played an awkward, tuneless duet in my living room, keeping my wife 

awake in bed.  

I sold the Selmer back to its original owner for close to nothing, at the first 

price he offered. And I knew my wife, the jazz police, and seller’s remorse were all 

awaiting my reparation. 

He signed a cheque and left. I waved out the window as he loaded the case 

into his truck. And under the streetlamp I saw him mouth a silent thank you. 
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